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1. Description.
Some of Fuji Electric inverters include by means of an option card DeviceNet
protocol.
This application note tries to explain basic set up that needs to be performed in
order to communicate inverter with a monitoring tool. In this case monitoring
tool used is the DeviceNet Master Simulator software from HMS Industrial
Network. The Master Simulator is an easy tool to setup and test DeviceNet
slave. The user-friendly application interface makes it easy to configure,
initialize and communicate with the Slave/Adapter devices. It’s ideal for test
wiring of Inputs and Outputs and with Reading and Writing of analog values.
This application note is based on FRENIC-MEGA set up. FRENIC-MEGA,
AQUA and HVAC uses same option card (OPC-DEV), so explanation is
equivalent for the three types. In case of FRENIC-Multi, another option card is
used. Additional explanations are given in some chapters in order to make this
application note more general.
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2. Basic wiring
In this chapter, the basic wiring between inverter and PC with monitoring
software is explained.
2.1 FRENIC-MEGA
DeviceNet bus is connected to FRENIC-MEGA by means of OPC-DEV option
card. This option card has screw terminals. Option card can be connected to
any port (A,B or C). In case of figure 1, it is connected to port A.

Figure 1: OPC-DEV located in port A

The hardware device that simulates a DeviceNet bus from HMS has a USB
connector on the PC side and a D-SUB 9 connector in inverter (DeviceNet bus)
side; its name is PCAN-USB. In figure 2 perspective of the module is shown.

Figure 2: Top view of PCAN-USB
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D-SUB 9 and screw terminals (OPC-DEV) have a different pins assignation.
The pins that have to be used are CAN_H, CAN_L and shield. In table 1, pins
assignation is shown.
Table 1: Pins assignation for each connector type

DeviceNet bus
CAN_H
CAN_L
24 VDC
0 VDC
Shield

D-SUB 9
7
2
Case

OPC-DEV
4-White (CANH)
2-Blue (CANL)
5-Red (+V)
1-Black (-V)
3-Metallic (SD)

So according to figures 1, 2 and table 1, connection between PC and inverter
has to be done as shown in figure 3.

FRENIC-MEGA

D-SUB 9
connector

PCAN-USB

120 Ω

OPC-DEV

USB
connection

L1 L2 L3

24 VDC

Figure 3. Connection between PC and inverter

As it can be observed in figure 3, a 120 Ω terminal resistor has to be installed
between terminals 2 and 4, as inverter is a terminal device of the DeviceNet
virtual bus.
2.2 FRENIC-Multi
In case of FRENIC-Multi, DeviceNet is also available as option board. Option
board is placed in basic keypad connector as it is shown in figure 4, 5 and 6.
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Figure 4. Connection of OPC-E1-DEV step 1

Figure 5. Connection of OPC-E1-DEV step 2

Figure 6. Connection of OPC-E1-DEV step 3

The pins assignation of FRENIC-Multi is exactly the same than FRENIC-MEGA.
There is only one difference in case of FRENIC-Multi. OPC-E1-DEV needs to
be supplied additionally so 24 VDC needs to be taken from control board
terminals. For additional information check table 2.
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Table 2: Pins assignation for each connector type

DeviceNet bus

D-SUB 9

CAN_H
CAN_L
24 VDC
0 VDC
Shield
-

7
2
Case
-

FRENIC-Multi
CPCB
PLC
CM
GND terminal
CN1

OPC-E1-DEV
4-White (CANH)
2-Blue (CANL)
5-Red (+V)
1-Black (-V)
3-Metallic (SD)
24V
0V
E
CN1

3. Inverter setting
In this chapter, the basic setting related to DeviceNet communications on the
inverter is explained.
In order to communicate with the inverter by means of DeviceNet Master
Simulator software no parameters needs to be modified. Communications
speed and node address is defined by DIP switch on option board. DIP switch is
shown in figure 7.

Figure 7. DIP switch for communications speed and node selection

When configuration of DIP switch is changed, inverter needs to be rebooted in
order to validate setting, otherwise DeviceNet Master Simulator software may
not work. If DIP switch is modified when communication is established MS led
on OPC-DEV will blink in red as shown in figure 8. In order to solve that, set
correctly DeviceNet and slave configuration area as described in chapter 4 and
reboot inverter.
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Figure 8. MS led blinking in red due to slave address mismatch.

4. DeviceNet Master Simulator configuration
PCAN-USB drivers need to be installed before to start with DeviceNet Master
Simulator software. In case of Windows 7 drivers are installed automatically as
soon as device is connected to any USB port. Windows messages when device
is connected and installed property are shown in figure 9 and 10.

Figure 9. Windows 7 recognize PCAN-USB device

Figure 10. Windows 7 successfully installed PCAN-USB drivers

If no drivers are found, check on CD-ROM provided with device.
As soon as PCAN-USB is correctly installed DeviceNet Master Simulator
software can be executed. On figure 11 main window of DeviceNet Master
Simulator appears.
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Figure 11. DeviceNet Master Simulator main window.

First step that has to be done is to correctly define data on “DeviceNet and
slave configuration area” in order to match with DIP switch configuration.
After that communication needs to be started, this can be done in
“Communications menu” clicking on “start” as shown in figure 12.

Figure 12. “Start” menu in order to establish communication with inverter.

After this, a warning window will appear; warning window is shown in figure 13.
In order to establish information this needs to be accepted.
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Figure 13. Warning window before starting communication

As soon as communication is established, it can be detected because main
window of software will show information about the bus and the slave.
Information shown appears on figure 14.

Figure 14. Slave and bus information shown

As it can be observed, bus status is normal; it means that communication is
working. Also identification of the slave is shown. For example Vendor ID
means Fuji Electric Group. For additional information please refer to SI471331b-JE.pdf document.
On the other hand, as soon as communication is correctly established, it can be
detected on OPC-DEV because leds MS and NS will be green. Status leds is
shown in figure 15.
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Figure 15. MS and NS leds status when communication is established

If for any reason communication cannot be established, for example, because
the 24 VDC are not connected, it can be detected by means of NS led on OPCDEV. In this case NS led will be fixed in red as shown in figure 16.

Figure 16. NS led in red due to wrong communication with software

5. Start-up and first steps
In order to start DeviceNet Master Simulator and communicate with the inverter,
steps shown in figure 12, 13 and 14 needs to be followed.
When communication is established software can read/write information on the
inverter. Read/write is done by means of “User Defined Assembly Instance” or
“Access to Function Codes Instance”. “User Defined Assembly Instance” is in
input and output area (figure 11). Input and output area depends on o31 and
o32 setting, as default it is set to “Extended speed control output” and
“Extended speed control input” respectively. “Access to Function Codes
Instance” is in communications menu (figure 12). In this case “Read attribute”
(read parameter) or “Write attribute” (write parameter) can be chosen.
In figure 17 an example of “User Defined Assembly Instance” is shown.
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Figure 17. User Defined Assembly Instance

In this case, in the Output Data Area (from the Master to the Inverter-slave)
there is:
Table 3: Output Data Area described in figure 17

Byte
0: 61h 01100000
1: 00h 00000000
2: FFh 11111111 (lower byte)
3: 00h 00000000 (higher byte)

Related parameter
Enable speed reference and run command via
DevicNet. Run forward.
Not used.
Speed reference referred to F03 in rpm
(00FFh=255 rpm monitored in keypad as 8.50
Hz).

The meaning of the four bytes and each bit on Output Data Area is described in
the table 4.
Table 4: Output Data Area bytes meaning

Byte

0

1
2
3

Description

Command word

Not used
Speed reference referred
to F03

Bit
0: RUN forward
1: RUN reverse
2: Reset trip
5: Enable RUN command via
DeviceNet
6: Enable frequency command
via DeviceNet
All fixed to 0
00h: Lower byte
00h: Higher byte

Related
parameter
S06 bit 0
S06 bit 1
S06 bit 15
y98*1
y98*1
S01
S01

*1

y98 setting depends on bit 5 and 6 of byte 0. In other words, y98 parameter doesn’t need to
be set by means of inverter.

Output Data Area table describes byte meaning when o31=0 or 21. If o31
setting is different, bytes and bit description differs.
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In this case, in the Input Data Area (from the Inverter-slave to the Master) there
is:
Table 5: Input Data Area described in figure 17

Byte
0: 61h 01100000
1: 00h 00000010
2: 00h 00000000 (lower byte)
3: 00h 00000000 (higher byte)

Related parameter
Enable speed reference and run command via
DevicNet.
Inverter not ready.
Actual speed referred to F03 in rpm (0000h=0
rpm monitored in keypad as 0.00 Hz).

The meaning of the four bytes and each bit on Input Data Area is described in
the table 6.
Table 6: Input Data Area bytes meaning

Byte

Description

Bit
0: Faulted
2: Running forward
3: Running reverse
4: Ready

0

Status word
5: RUN command via DeviceNet
6: Frequency command via
DeviceNet
7: Target speed reached
0000 0001: Start up
0000 0010: Not ready

1

2
3

Drive state

0000 0011: Ready

Actual speed referred
to F03

0000 0100: Enabled
0000 0101: Stopping
0000 0110: Fault stop
0000 0111: Faulted
00h: Lower byte
00h: Higher byte

Related
parameter
M14 bit 11
M14 bit 0
M14 bit 1
Function
RDY
Command
word bit 5
Command
word bit 6
M70: bit 0
Function
/RDY
Function
/RDY
Function
RDY

M14 bit 11
M14 bit 11
M66
M66

Input Data Area table describes byte meaning when o32=0 or 71. If o32 setting
is different, bytes and bit description differs.
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In figure 18 an example of “Access to Function Codes Instance” (read) is
shown:

Figure 18. Access to Function Codes Instance (read)

As it can be observed a 64 hex Class ID parameter is read. In this case the
parameter which Instance ID 4 hex (corresponding to F code) and Attribute ID
1A hex (corresponding to 26). So Inverter switching frequency (parameter F26)
is read. Data format chosen is INT and shown in hexadecimal. Value returned is
F hex so equivalent to F26=15: 15 kHz.
In figure 19 an example of “Access to Function Codes Instance” (write) is
shown:

Figure 19. Access to Function Codes Instance (write)

As it can be observed a 64 hex Class ID parameter is written. In this case the
parameter which Instance ID 4 hex (corresponding to F code) and Attribute ID 1
hex (corresponding to 01). So Frequency command 1 (parameter F01) is
written. Data format chosen is USINT and shown in hexadecimal. Value written
is 1 hex so equivalent to F01=1: Voltage input to terminal [12] (-10 to +10 VDC).
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6. Conclusions
By following this application note, all Fuji Electric inverters with DeviceNet
communications available can be easily checked. This step by step procedure
can be used:
-

To check if DeviceNet circuit (option) is working
To check/test DeviceNet single frames send/received by master
to/from the inverter
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